
LOW VOLUME PESTICIDE APPLICATION SYSTEMS

FOR THE GREENHOUSE
By Michelle L.B. Crouse

North Carolina State University

Though high volume (HV) spraying is the most
traditional method of applying pesticides in green
house and outdoor ornamentals production, it is
generally thought to be inefficient for several reasons.
There is a high variability of drop size with HV
sprays. Due mainly to pesticide labelling, wasteful
dosages are often applied. For example, the phrase
"spray to run-off" or similar directions are given
without regard to spray volume per crop area and
means different things to different people. Most HV
sprays are applied manually, so distribution will vary
with the person making the application. Other
problems include the time required to make the
application, potential groundwater contamination from
excessive run-off, and delayed re-entry into sprayed
areas because of wet foliage. Despite these prob

lems, HV, wet sprays are considered the best general
purpose method of applying pesticides. Various
equipment is widely available, relatively inexpensive,
remains the only legal way to apply many pesticides.
Also, HV sprays are adaptable to IPM programs
because they enable the grower to spot treat. Low
volume methods, on the other hand, eliminate many
of the disadvantages of conventional HV applications:
They take less time, use less water or oil to dilute and
carry the pesticide (no run off, faster re-entry), may
use less pesticide, and they generate most of the
spray volume in small drops.

Spray drop size is important in determining what kind
of pesticide deposition and distribution there will be,
no matter what the application method used. Often,
the spray looks as if it's doing a great job of covering
the target area, when, in fact, the spray drops are too
large or small to deposit on the target. Most of the
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volume in HV sprays consist of large drops greater
than 100 to 400 microns in diameter (100 micron

average diameter particles = 1 mm). Low volume
sprayers that produce a 10 micron average diameter
particle will deposit an average of 19,000 particles of
droplets in 1 cm2. Small drops can increase pesticide
deposition. A number of studies have shown that
with certain insecticides, large numbers of small
drops cause higher insect mortality than fewer, large
drops.

Ready to use aerosols, sometimes called total release
aerosols, can actually be considered pre-packaged LV
sprayers. Aerosols are available from Whitmire
Research Labs, Inc. and other companies for manage
ment of whiteflies and other pests. One pound can be
used to treat 3,000 square feet (of covered area) with
spray drops approximately 15 microns in diameter.
Aerosol technology lends itself well to smaller green
houses where larger LV equipment would be impracti
cal. Unfortunately, no fungicides are currently
available as aerosols. Active ingredients recently
formulated as aerosols include biphenthrin (Attain
also known as the wettable powder, Talstar),
fenoxycarb (Prelude), acephate (Orthene), pyrethrum,
resmethrin, and methiocarb. Whitmire Research Labs

is developing a systemic aerosol from Miles now
referred to as NTN.

Table shows a comparison of the various low volume
application equipment that is available. High pressure
hydraulic sprayers have a similar design to conven
tional hydraulic sprayers, but they require a much
smaller volume of water added to the chemical. The

piston or diaphragm pump forces the chemical solu-
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tion through the nozzle of a hand-held spray gun.
The solution exits the nozzle tip at high pressure and
produces an extremely fine spray with much smaller
droplets than those created by conventional hydraulic
sprayers working at 300 to 600 psi. Applications are
made by walking through the area aiming the spray
produced by a single nozzle ahead and down into the
crop. A NC grower has noted that, though applica
tion technique is similar to that of HV, wet spraying,
the applicator must walk much quicker because the
stream is more concentrated. Results with cold

foggers have been mixed. If the pest or pathogen is
able to be contacted from above, control has been
quite good. Coverage on leaf undersides has been
erratic, so pests such as spider mites and whitefly
nymphs may not be controlled effectively. Deposition
on leaf undersides depends on plant type and how
easily leaves can be moved in the spray stream. Very
flexible leaves are more likely to bend upward, expos
ing the leaf underside to the spray stream.

Electrostatic sprayers are similar to high pressure
hydraulic sprayers but do not use a high pressure
hydraulic pump. These machines produce a fine
spray that is electrically charged to achieve better
coverage of leaf surfaces and reduce spray drift. The
negatively charged particles are attracted to any
surface for providing coverage similar, theoretically,
to high pressure hydraulic spraying with slightly
better deposition on leaf undersides. Air-assisted
sprayers, having compressed air supplied to the
wand, air-blast the spray onto the crop and are more
effective. The only air-assisted electrostatic sprayers
now on the market in the United States are produced
by ESS - Electrostatic Spraying Systems. Both
unattended (similar to mechanical aerosol generators)
and hand-held, backpack models are available.
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Problems include a "plant position0 effect; in other
words, deposition is greater and pest control often
better on plants nearest the spray nozzle. Studies
have shown increased sprays, compared to other LV
and HV sprays. However, most of this increase
appears to be on upper surfaces of leaves near the
tops of plants. Thus, despite advances in electro
static spray technology, distribution within the plant
canopy is still uneven. This will vary with the pesti
cide, crop, spray volume, and person making the
application. Some of this variation can be reduced
with proper application techniques. Deposition on
leaf undersides can be increased and foliage canopy
penetration improved by increasing the spray volume.
At the higher spray volumes, the time required to
make an application may not be much less than that
for HV sprays over the same area. However, because
the foliage isn't wetted to run-off by the sprays, re
entry can be made right after the greenhouse is
properly ventilated.

Thermal pulse-jet foggers use a pulsing jet engine to
produce a highly visible fog that can stay suspended
in the air for up to six hours. Inside the fogger, a
gasoline and air mixture explodes in the enclosed
resonator, and the explosion rushes out as a jet
stream. The chemical solution is injected into the jet
stream and is blown apart into billions of tiny par
ticles. These very small drops are able to move long
distances from the applicator. With some of the
larger units available, drops can travel more than 200
feet. The size of the machine also determines the

flow rate of the liquid. Two-and-a-half gallons will
cover about 50,000 square feet with a wettable
powder and 76,000 square feet with a liquid formula
tion. Specialized carrier solutions produce a visible
fog, eliminate the evaporation of the chemical and
ensure uniform particle size. Many manufacturers
now provide special water nozzles that eliminate the
need for carrier solutions; using water solutions
results in less fogging action.

When using foggers to apply residual pesticides,
especially wettable powder formulations, it is very
important to aim the spray above the plants at about
a 30 degree angle. If this is not done, heavy deposi
tion in areas immediately in front of the fogger will
result, causing excessive dosage and plant injury.
However, when applied from above the crop, the
pesticide distribution within the plant canopy and on
leaf undersides may be poor. Thus, as with
coldfoggers, using thermal pulse-jet applicators with
certain pesticide/pest combinations most likely will
not be successful. It may be feasible for growers
who have expanded metal greenhouse benches to
make applications from below the crop, allowing the
fog to rise up through the plant canopy. Those who
have used this technique report good results.
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Rotary mist applicators, originally called controlled
droplet applicators (CDA) or rotary atomizers, are not
widely available for use in greenhouses in the United
States. The type of applicator most widely-used
worldwide in greenhouses is the Turbair System.
These are portable sprayers that disperse pesticides
by directing the flow onto rapidly spinning, notched
discs. A fan behind the disc propels the spray
toward the target, creating a turbulent air stream.
The time to treat a given area will vary with the crop.
Workers carry the sprayers through the crop with a
walking speed of one pace per second. The spray is
aimed ahead about 10 feet, directed at the plants,
and moved up and down to ensure proper coverage.
Obviously, bedding plants can be treated more rapidly
than cut roses, which have more vertical growth
requiring more up and down passes. Pesticide
deposition and distribution is quite good. However,
foliage canopy penetration and leaf underside cover
age varies significantly, depending upon crop type
such as roses, bench-grown potted plants or bedding
plants on the floor. Most pesticides applied in rotary
mist applicators are specially formulated for this use.
Only one of these pesticides, Rotospray Resmethrin,
is currently registered for use with this equipment in
the United States. Some growers have had success
with their own mixtures which they have calibrated to
ensure the correct dosage. Any pesticide registered
for application as a concentrate spray can be used in
rotary mist applicators.

Mechanical aerosol generators, sometimes referred to
as ultra-low volume (ULV) sprayers, use pressure
supplied by an air compressor to pump air through an
air atomizing nozzle that breaks up the spray liquid
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into super-fine, fog-sized drops. Air is also the
method of moving the spray around the greenhouse
and onto the foliage. On most large models, a built-in
convection fan helps propel the spray drops and
circulates air in the greenhouse to disperse the fog,
and a timer allows machines to treat large gutter-
connected ranges without an operator present.
Smaller models are also automatic, but do not have a

convection fan. With all of the aerosol generators,
much of the spray movement is accomplished by the
greenhouse air movement system, i.e. horizontal air
flow, overhead convection tubs, and turbulator fans;

run these when aerosol generators are used.

Many growers find that integrating two or more types
of sprayers is the ideal. A popular combination is a
thermal fogger and a high pressure or conventional
hydraulic sprayer. The thermal fogger provides fast,
broad coverage and the hydraulic sprayer affords
easy spot treatment. The specific kind of low-volume
sprayer chosen will depend on many factors, includ
ing greenhouse size, whether the operation includes
many separate houses or one large, interconnected
range, and the crops produced. For example, you
may have a greenhouse where total release aerosols
will be most practical. Others may have a very large,
open greenhouse that requires thermal foggers or
aerosol generators for best results.

Low volume applications have the potential to signifi
cantly reduce the amount of pesticide applied while
maintaining good pest control. The basic facts,
however, are that technology is well ahead of legality
in many cases. Any application method not prohib
ited on the label can be employed to apply a given
pesticide. However, if a specific dilution (for ex
ample, 1 pound per 100 gallons) is required, this
effectively prevents low-volume applications, which
must be made at very high concentrations (10 to 25
times greater than HV sprays) to be effective. Most
labels are written in this restrictive way, but changes
are occurring. Some pesticide companies are modify
ing their product labels to allow for low volume
application.

Reprinted from North Carolina Flower Growers'
Bulletin. Vol. 37, No. 2. October, 1992.
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Table 1. Comparison of low volume spray application equipmentL

High pressure Air-assisted Thermal pulse-jet Rotary mist

Type: hydraulic electrostatic fogger applicator Mechanical aerosol generator

Dramm Motan Dramm Dramm

[Example: Coldfogger™ ESS Back Pack Swingfog™ 50 Turbair Fox Autofoq™ LVH Autofoa™ SLVH

Spray drop average
30 40 0.5-50 70-90 0.5-15 0.5-15

diameter (microns)

Operating pressure (psi) 2800-3000 40-50 4.4-5.9 18.5-28.5 14.2-22.8

Solution tank capacity 12 gal. 2 5 or 4 gal. 1.7 gal. 1 quart 3.7 gal. 1.85 gal. 1

Row rate (gal./hour) 0-20 4 3.7-7.1* 1 0.87 0.71

Dispersal (galVacre) 14.5 max. 4-12 2.5-4.5** . 0.5 2.5-6"* 0.5-1.1****

Time to treat 100,000
1 5-2 2-9 0.5-1 1.5 several*** several****

square feet (hours)
Formulations that can Liquids, wettable Liquids, wettable Liquids, wettable Liquids

Liquids,wettable Liquids, wettable

be applied powders powders powders powders powders

Price $3,200 $1,685 $1,700 $990 $5,000 $4,200

Advantages •Space sprayer, •Can be used in •Provides fastest •Can be used in •Space sprayer, operates unattended
operates small houses and coverage for large small houses and •Deposition on undersides of leaves is
unattended to spot treat (20 ft. areas (eg. gutter- to spot treat (6-15 above average

•Spray settles Outof distance) connected range) ft. distance) •Most models have built-in tank agitators

the air rapidly; •Deposition on leaf •No need for carrier and automatic water rinse cycles for

allows prompt undersides is if using water easy cleaning
re-entry above average

•Small spray volume
and rapid drying
allows prompt
re-entry

nozzle

Disadvantages •Coverage on leaf •Can encounter a •Carrier solution •Few pesticides •Gummy residue (highly concentrated)
undersides is "plant position may be required (eg. Rotospray can collect on all treated surfaces,

sometimes erratic effect" by manufacturer Resmethrin™) are including greenhouse structure
•Coverage is •Can encounter a registered for use •Have set maximum coverage areas that

variable; human "plant position •Fan may blow cannot be exceeded without reducing

applicator effects effect" plants over at effectiveness (see *** and ****)
can cause •Deposition on labelled application
uneveness is undersides of distance

delivery leaves slightly less
than average

•Not available from

U.S. distributors

*Flow rate varies with nozzle used with the thermal pulse-jet fogger.
**Rate of dispersal varies with nozzle used with the thermal pulse-jet fogger.
***LVH model has a maximum coverage area of 70,000 square feet.
****SLVH model has a maximum coverage area of 25,000 square feet.
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KEEPING THE FAMILY MONEY WHERE IT BELONGS

by Wes Tailor
In Conjunction With CIGNA Individual Financial

Services Company

The Rockefellers. Vanderbilts. Carnegies. The
names alone conjure up images of vast family for
tunes, passed down from generation to generation.
Well, while few of us in the greenhouse industry have
that kind of family wealth, there are ways to keep the
assets you do have - by keeping it in the family.
And you don't have to be as rich as Henry Ford to do
it. It simply boils down to a question of learning
what options you do have, and planning wisely to
take advantage of them.

To get you started, here are three strategies often
used by the wealthy to keep it all in the family.

1. Educating the next generation:

At first glance, this may not sound like a surefire
recipe for preserving family wealth. But, as a parent,
one of the smartest financial strategies you can
implement is investing in your children's education.
On the larger scale, it should be the goal of every
parent to raise children who are productive, contribut
ing, and valued members of their society. Within the
family microcosm, the more opportunities you give
your children to become knowledgeable and self-
sufficient, the better chance they'll have of success
fully managing and contributing to the family well-
being when the time comes to do so.

Funding your children's education offers some wealth
preservation opportunities as well. The cost of
college tuition should not come as a surprise. Unless
your child is Doogie Howser, you should know, give
or take a year, when tuition payments will begin. The
best advice is to start saving for this goal as early as
possible. Using dollar-cost-averaging into an appro
priate mutual fund can be an adequate method for
accumulating the needed funds. If it is already too
late or you are not able to save enough, drawing on
the equity in your home may enable you to pay for
your children's education in a more cost-effective
manner, as the interest payments may be deductible.

You should also take steps to protect your family and
your children's education fund in the event you don't
have time to save the small fortune needed for
college costs.

2. A few tax-saving techniques for transferring

capital assets:

The most important technique for effectively passing
assets to your children is to have wills that take into
account the tax credits available to you. This will

enable you and your spouse to properly pass assets
to your children without paying unnecessary taxes
and fees.

Transfer of capital assets between family members
during life is also vital for estate planning, tax sav
ings, and preservation of family wealth. Of course,
the transfer of substantial assets can generate tax
liabilities. Here's a look at a few tax-saving options

you have when transferring capital and the situations
where each is best applied. But before implementing
any capital transfer or estate plan, it's vital that you:
1) thoroughly understand your current financial
situation and long-term financial goals and 2) have
sufficient capital and liquidity, both now and in the
future, to support yourself once capital is transferred
to your heirs.

Gifting during lifetime: A recent Cornell University
study showed that collectively, Americans in the age
50 + bracket have a net worth of roughly $8 trillion.
Most of this wealth will be passed on to future
generations over the next several decades. Even
more eye-opening is the fact that the next decade
should witness the largest intergenerational transfer
of wealth in U.S. history. If appropriate for your
situation, you might want to consider some of the
transfer techniques outlined below.

Gifting during lifetime is a common wealth transfer
technique. But, with gift taxes ranging from 37% to
50%, you should look at the two tax breaks currently
available to you and your spouse: 1) annual "present
interest" gifts of up to $10,000 may be transferred to
each beneficiary without incurring the gift tax, and 2)
a credit that allows each of you to transfer another
$600,000 without taxation. Gifting assets to a trust
that names your children as beneficiaries is one
solution when your children are young or simply not
prepared to effectively manage what you leave for
them, particularly in transferring assets that are not
yet highly appreciated, but are expected to grow in
value over time.

The Grantor Retained UniTrust or Annuity Trust
(GRUT/GRAT) is a trust vehicle that allows you to
regain a set income stream, reduces your gift taxes,
and enables your children to own those gifted assets
at a future date. Here, you gift all or a portion of the
asset to the GRUT/GRAT and retain a predetermined
income stream for a set time period. At the end of
the trust's term, its remaining value is transferred to
your children (or whoever you've named as benefi
ciary). If applicable, gift taxes may be levied on the
current full fair market value of the asset, after
subtracting the value of your income stream and the
unused portion of your $600,000 credit equivalent.
But make sure that both your income stream and your
asset valuation methods conform to IRS standards; if
not, all those tax benefits could be lost.
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Irrevocable life insurance trusts: Tax planning alone
will often not eliminate estate taxes for successful
greenhouse owners. Using the discount inherent in a
life insurance policy to provide needed liquidity is
often the technique of choice for estate owners. One
way to plan ahead is through the creation of an
irrevocable life insurance trust. Here, your children or
surviving spouse are named beneficiaries within the
trust itself. The trust is structured to remain outside

of your estate - after all, why pay estate taxes on the
very vehicle you are using to pay the tax in the first
place? The trust may be used to replace assets
needed to pay the estate tax or made available to the

estate to pay the tax itself.

3. Passing on the family business:

If your primary asset is your greenhouse business,
your business succession plan will be the key to
keeping the business and the wealth in the family.

Without this clear-cut program of succession, your
greenhouse business may begin and end with you.
Unless adequately prepared for, estate taxes could
put your greenhouse on the auction block. Even
more devastating, family squabbles over business
decisions could tear the company - and your family -
apart. For more information on this important topic,
you may wish to refer back to articles previously
published in this newsletter (September-October,
1992, Vol. 2, Issue #5, p.29 and November-Decem
ber, 1992, Vol. 2, Issue #6, p.12).

Knowledge is power

Whatever the extent of your family wealth, the real
key to preserving it and hopefully, increasing it, is to
do what the wealthy do: Know your options. Seek
out and act on the advice of experts, when appropri
ate. Educate yourself and your family. You may not
be building a family dynasty of vast proportions, but
if your goal is to keep your assets and your family in
tact, then act now to make it happen.

Wesley B. Tailor is a financial consultant with CIGNA
Individual Financial Services Company and a Regis
tered Representative of CIGNA Securities, Inc., a
registered investment advisor and broker-dealer, of
the Atlanta Agency, 1800 Parkway Place, Suite 900,
Marietta, GA 30067, 404-426-4600.

Individual Financial Services

Company

Wes Tailor and Jack Tailor

Providing Greenhouse Owners with
Financial Solutions That Work

GCFGA BOARD MEETING MINUTES, Continued
explored to clear trade show accounts. It was
agreed upon to consult with the Georgia Farm Bureau
on farm records management information.

It was reported that House Bill 421 has passed the
house of representatives and on its way to the
senate. All members are urged to write the Georgia
Senate Agriculture Committee Members listed in the
newsletter and support the legislative effort.

Next year's elections will require four member seats
be filled, and three allied positions. The election will
be held at our annual business meeting in South
Carolina (See Program). Those positions needing to
be filled are Gip Marchette's, Sammy Turner's, Sam
Rambo's and GT Chapped (Hopefully by GTI). The
three allied positions are available to interested trade
representatives. Surely there are a few soil manufac
turers interested in steering board policy this year....

Committees were assigned duties: The scholarship
committee is to put together the scholarship invitation
package, contact schools and publish rules. (Ken
Hall, GT Chapped, David Warnock and Candi Reed).

Denise Smith was chosen (like in the army...) to

replace Pat Noe on the Plant Selections Committee.

The Awards Committee was empowered to begin
nominations and screening for the following Awards:
Outstanding Member
Extension Agent of the Year
Educator of the Year

Special Service Award
Industry Enhancement Award

The Southeast Greenhouse Conference has begun to
get in booth contracts. Currently, 32 booths are
paid, with more on the way. Brochures and Registra
tion information to be mailed out soon. Mailing list
was sent to Doug Bailey.

Gip Marchette, Ann Camp and Denise Smith will work
together to explore how GCFGA can get involved in
the Olympics.

The Georgia Farm Gate Survey has been approved
and funded. We will, upon completion, be repre
sented in the National Agriculture Statistics Service
commodity value publication for Georgia, industry
funding was set at $10,000, the remaining funds will
come from Federal grant dollars.
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